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Abstract

A Comparison Between Field User Research Methods
in a Redesign Context

Mattias Kronberg

As aging softwares can require a redesign to keep up with competitors or interaction
trends, usability practitioners are challenged with choosing methods for usability 
evaluation and user research. In this case study two common, yet different, methods -
Field Usability Testing and Contextual Inquiry - were studied by applying both to 
the same real-life redesign case. The data was analysed by performing a thematic
analysis on the usability problems and breakdowns respectively, as well as letting HCI 
master students do design work with the data and comparing the different design
ideas. The analyses indicated that the methods generate different kind of data, and 
capture different kinds of issues. Contextual Inquiry seem preferable regarding
determining high level user goals, defining missing features, and understanding the 
intentions behind actions. Field Usability Testing, on the other hand, is efficient in
identifying problems with visual- and interaction design, and a decent tool to 
evaluate any new features designed from Contextual Inquiry data. 
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Glossary∗

Contextual Design is referring to the whole design process, including Con-
textual Inquiry, interpretations sessions, affinity notes, modelling and consoli-
dation.

Contextual Inquiry is the data gathering method of Contextual Design (see
above), where the researcher visits a user at their workplace and performs a
hybrid between an interview and an observation.

Usability Testing can be used as an umbrella term, referring to any method
considered with evaluating usability. However, in this text, “Usability Testing”
is exclusively used to refer to the specific process of testing interfaces with users
performing tasks designed by an evaluator.

Field Usability Testing is used to describe a Usability Test (see above)
conducted at the location where the user normally uses the system.

User Research is in this text referring to the process of gathering data from
and about users. User Research can be performed by conducting interviews,
running tests, logging usage data etc.

Abbreviations

CD Contextual Design

CI Contextual Inquiry

FUT Field Usability Testing

LSCI Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging

UCD User Centered Design

∗All terms are described in more detail in Chapter 2 - Background
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1 Introduction

Many activities are supported by, or even enabled by, computer technology.
Regardless of work area, different computer systems are used for communica-
tion, calculation, presentation, organization, or any other task, and all of these
have been designed to translate their binary backbone to an understandable,
and hopefully pleasant, experience for the user. Deciding what is considered a
pleasant experience is not trivial. Since the beginning of the field of human-
computer interaction, researchers and practitioners have developed countless of
guidelines, rules, and methods, all with the common goal of producing good
designs.

Many of these methods were developed at a time where computers were still
not fully established in offices and homes, and where people were trying to figure
out how to introduce information technology to support their work processes.
Today, computers are present everywhere and many constantly carry at least
one powerful device in their pocket.

The IT industry is quickly evolving, and for companies to stay competitive,
their products benefit from keeping pace with faster computers, new interaction
trends, and novel customer demands. Systems need improvements at every
turn, and sometimes a complete redesign is necessary. Redesign projects are
interesting, as designers want to explore novel features and interaction patterns,
and at the same time capture the pros and cons with the current system. In
short, designers likely want both an exploratory and an evaluative approach.

As current usability practitioners perform user research for a redesign project,
they are challenged with studying already present computer systems. The
plethora of different methods can make it difficult to determine which one to
use. Apart from the ever-present issues of time and money, each method has
its own benefit and purpose, which might not be apparent. There is a need for
knowing which methods fits best in which situation [1], especially as redesign
has not been covered thoroughly in literature [2].

User-centered Design (UCD) is an established term in the field of Human-
computer Interaction and often implies that the design process has featured
end-user involvement. The depth and intensity of this involvement might vary:
In some user-centered design methods the users take part in the design team, and
in others they get interviewed once. However, the methods share the common
goal of producing good designs.

Two widely used, yet quite different, user-centered methods are Contextual
Design [3] and Usability Testing [4]. The common high-level goal for these
methods is to gather data that can inform better design [4, 5], but their fo-
cus varies. Built on an ethnographic foundation, Contextual Design is more
concerned with, but not limited to, the user’s work (or the collection of ac-
tivities) and its so-called breakdowns, whereas Usability Testing, with roots in
controlled experiments, rather focuses on how well the system itself fulfills the
needs of the users or the benchmarks of the developing company. The data
gathering method associated with Contextual Design, Contextual Inquiry, is an
unstructured hybrid between interview and observation, and the actual result is
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not clear until the data has been processed several times. Usability Testing, on
the other hand, requires careful planning and distinct research questions, and
the analysis phase merely consists of compiling the tests.

A key aspect of Contextual Inquiry is that the researcher conducts the in-
terview in the environment where the user performs the activity studied. The
purpose is to gain insights not only generated by the system itself, but also by
the surroundings. This aspect is also featured in a further development of Us-
ability Testing, called Field Usability Testing, where task based usability tests
are conducted at the users’ work place.

Despite the different characteristics, both methods can be used for both
exploratory and evaluative purposes [4,5], which further contributes to the dif-
ficulties in choosing method.

The purpose of this study is to compare Contextual Inquiry and Field Us-
ability Testing by applying both methods to the same redesign case. The soft-
ware studied is used by medical researches for measuring blood flow, and all
participants are employed by university hospitals in Europe. By structurally
comparing the data gathered, performing a thematic analysis, as well as letting
two different groups of HCI students come up with design ideas from each data
set, the expectation is to get an indication of the characteristics, as well as the
strengths and weaknesses, of each method.

1.1 Purpose/Aim/Objective

The purpose of this study is to enquire into the differences between Field Us-
ability Testing and Contextual Inquiry in terms of evaluative and exploratory
capabilities in a redesign situation. Furthermore, the expectation is to get some
indication on what kind of data each method generate, and what kind of design
ideas they can inspire. The main research question is thus:

• How does Contextual Inquiry and Field Usability Testing differ, in terms
of improving an existing software?

To answer this question, several sub questions need to be asked:

• What kind of insights can each method generate?

• What kind of design ideas can the two methods inspire?

• What properties do the methods share?

• Which methods fits better in which situation?

• How do the methods differ in terms of prerequisites and commercial fea-
sibility?

The study is not concerned with evaluating the resulting usability, as it
would require more resources than available for a master thesis.
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2 Theory/Background

This section contains a detailed description of Field Usability Testing and Con-
textual Design, as well as a brief comparison of their characteristics. Also
included is a review of the theory used to categorize usability problems and
insights, as well as a description of the case to which the methods were applied.

Usability is one of those words that can be a bit ambiguous. It has several
definitions, and one of the more common ones is found in ISO9241:

[The] extent to which a system, product or service can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in a specified context of use. [6]

Effectiveness means that the system should be able to perform its intended
functions, efficiency that these functions do not unnecessarily waste the users
time or resources, and satisfaction that users feel comfort doing so. The second
part of the definition is however important: The three measures should be ap-
plied to the specific users, goals and environments. What is considered efficient
for a low-frequency use train ticket machine might be considered inefficient in
a flight control system where trained personnel perform several critical actions
each minute. What is considered satisfactory in an office space might be highly
inconvenient to use in an outside environment.

The Nielsen/Norman group provides an alternative definition, where the
combination of utility (whether the software contains the features the users need)
and usability (whether those features are pleasant to use) result in an overall
usefulness. Usability is defined as the combination of learnability, efficiency,
memorability, errors, and satisfaction. [7]

Rubin and Chisnell provides an alternative definition and phrasing:

...when a product or service is truly usable, the user can do what
he or she wants to do the way he or she expects to be able to do it,
without hindrance, hesitation, or questions. [4]

supplemented with

To be usable, a product or service should be useful, efficient, effec-
tive, satisfying, learnable and accessible. [4]

In this definition, usefulness is more or less a binary measure indicating whether
the product enables the users to achieve their goals, and closely related to
utility from the Nielsen/Norman definition. If there is a lack of usefulness,
any other other usability measurement is likely ambiguous. For example, if a
fire extinguisher have a beautiful visual design melting into the background of
any environment, but lack the ability of putting out fires, it would probably not
survive the market very long (at least not in a world where fires occasionally
occur). Efficiency refers to how quick the user can accurately achieve their
goal, and effectiveness the ease of reaching that goal. Learnable and satisfying
are more or less self-explanatory (though one can argue on how to measure
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these qualities), and accessible means that users with temporary or permanent
impaired abilities should be considered. Although this definition offer possible
measures that together could indicate the usability level as a whole, it lacks the
consideration of specific users in specific environments.

Even though these different definitions might be confusing at first glance,
since different people use the same term in different ways, they can act as a
basis for analyzing the result of user research methods. This study will not be
limited to using one definition, as they all offer interesting takes on usability.
However, it will be clearly stated which definition the study is referring to when
mentioned.

2.1 User Centered Design

As mentioned in the introduction, User Centered Design (UCD) often implies
some user involvement in the design process. UCD could be seen as a response
to technology centered designs, often credited to engineers, claiming that they
design systems usable by themselves rather than by ends users.

The term ”User Centered Design” was first used by Norman and Draper in
their publication User Centered Systems Design [8]. Since then, many methods
claiming a user centered approach has been developed. There are also closely
related frameworks, such as Human-Centered Design, Ergonomics, and some
would likely use the term interchangeably. Apart from Usability Testing and
Contextual Inquiry, methods like focus groups, observations, diaries, surveys
can be considered user-centered. [9]

2.2 Usability Testing

Usability Testing has been used by HCI practitioners for a long time. As most
user research methods, its main purpose is to gather data that can inform and
improve designs, either by detecting usability issues or by inspiring novel fea-
tures. Usability Testing has its roots in controlled experiments and is often
concerned with quantitative data, such as measuring completion times for ac-
tivities or tracking eye movements to measure user attention, but can also be
used to collect qualitative data. In contrast to classical experiments, usability
tests do not necessarily require a hypothesis. Instead, research questions and
objectives are developed, which in turn lays the foundation for creating tasks. [4]

The tasks can be seen as the core of Usability Testing. Each task, phrased as
a scenario, is presented to the user, who will perform the required actions while
an evaluator observes their strategy and identifies potential usability problems.
Since the tasks highly affect what will be observed, it is important the one knows
what should be tested and that the tasks are carefully designed accordingly. [4]

The objectives, tasks and any other information relevant to the test are
contained in a test plan. The main purpose of the plan is to ensure that tests are
design and carried out systematically. The document is constantly updated as
research questions change, tasks are redesigned, or participants are recruited. [4]
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Usability tests can have different approaches depending on the objectives. If
the goal is to design the high level structure of the system, an exploratory test,
focusing on qualitative data by letting the user speak their thoughts out loud,
can be appropriate. Later in the development process, when the system has been
organized and has implemented features, an assessment test or a validation test
can be conducted to capture issues at a lower level. These two tests are generally
silent and more focused on observations and performance measures. [4]

2.2.1 Field Usability Testing

Usability Testing has during the last few decades been further developed and
several researchers [4,10–12] has, with varying results, investigated its potential
for field-based research, which in this paper will be referred to as Field Usability
Testing (FUT). Some studies, [11], claim that if one conduct identical tests in
the field and in a lab, the field test will generate richer data, whereas others, [12],
criticize field tests for being too costly and requiring fully functional prototypes.

A significant detail when performing Field Usability Testing is that the pre-
requisites will be different for each test. Users might run different versions of the
software, on computers with different performance, in different environments,
which will lessen the control of the test. Thus, data such as completion time
can not reliably be collected and alternative measurements should be used.

One alternative measure is non-productive paths, with which one can com-
pare the intended and actual workflow of a task. It is similar to measures such
as error rates, but with further emphasis on the sequence in which the user per-
forms steps. Prior to the tests, the intended path of a specific task is determined
and plotted, step by step with clear start and end points. The optimal path
is decided by determining which steps require another step to be executed be-
fore, and plotting them in that order. There can be steps or sequences of steps
that can be performed anytime during the task, which is illustrated by splitting
the tree into branches. An example can be seen in Figure 1. In the analysis
phase, the researcher notes any time the user deviates from this path and tries
to understand the reason for the deviation. Deviations include skipping steps,
searching in menus, utilizing the documentation and performing unnecessary or
erroneous actions.

2.3 Contextual Design

Contextual Design (CD) is a user-centered design method introduced by Wixon,
Holtzblatt and Knox in 1990 [13]. CD was developed as a response to the
quantitative methods present at the time, with the goal of broaden the data
collected, and develop products that could support the users in their work [13].
Wixon et al. emphasize that technology not only can support the users work, but
also entirely re-design the activities performed, and that a deep understanding
of the user’s work hence is required [13]. The ideas in [13] were in 1998 published
as a lengthier book, Contextual Design: Defining Customer-centered Systems,
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Figure 1: An example of an optimal solution tree for exporting a video, an
image and a data file from PIMSoft. The tasks are described in the method
chapter.
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written by Hugh Beyer and Karen Holtzblatt [3], and its second edition was
published in 2016 [5].

2.3.1 Contextual Inquiry

Contextual Inquiry (CI) is the data gathering method of CD, and was introduced
in the same paper in 1990 [13]. Contextual Inquiry is summarized by Beyer and
Holtzblatt as:

”The core premise of Contextual Inquiry is very simple: go where
the customer works, observe the customer as he or she works, and
talk to the customer about the work.” [3]

CI is performed by establishing a master/apprentice-relationship with the user,
where the user is the master and teaches the interviewer, the apprentice, how
to do their work at their workplace. The interviewer’s task is to continuously
ask questions to gain an understanding of why certain activities are performed
in a certain way. Contextual Inquiry might seem simple, but it is reliant on the
interviewer being able to pick up behaviors. [3]

After the inquiry is finished, it is recommended holding an interpretation
session within 48 hours, to keep the interview fresh in mind. The interpretation
session is performed in a group consisting of people from different parts of the
designing company (such as developers, marketers, managers and designers). In
the interpretation session, the interviewer presents what was done during the
CI, and the group helps out by capturing interesting points. The interview is
transformed into different models with different features. The flow model is con-
cerned with communication, the sequence model with tasks, the artifact model
with objects used to support the user, the physical model with, unsurprisingly,
physical issues, and the cultural model with cultural differences. The models are
used as suitable - for example, in a one-person company the flow model might
not be relevant. The models used in this thesis are described in the method
chapter. [3]

Although Contextual Inquiry might seem simple, it benefits from the inter-
viewer being experienced and trained. Since the interviews are unstructured
and can take any direction, it is important that the interviewer is able to notice
when the interviewee should be put back on track. It is also important that
the interview does not become an enumeration of feature requests, but a deep
dive into the user’s work. It is also reliant of good interpretation sessions, where
participants are aware what to focus on.

2.4 Differences between Contextual Design and Field Us-
ability Testing

Field Usability Testing and Contextual Design have several significant differ-
ences. In Contextual Design, the main workload occurs after the data gather-
ing, as the preparation for a Contextual Inquiry is merely agreeing on a date.
The interviewer continues to gather large amounts of data without doing any
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conscious filtering, trusting that interpretations sessions and model consolida-
tions will take care of this. In contrast, Usability Testing plans are carefully
and thoroughly developed prior to the tests. The test is designed to answer
specific research questions by having the user perform specific tasks, and one
could say that a sort of filtering occurs before the test sessions. However, as
Usability Tests are moved to the field, control decreases and unexpected events
might have to be accounted for.

The data itself can also be different depending on method choice and the
method design itself. One does not generally collect any quantitative data with
Contextual Inquiry, even though some kind of breakdown count could occur if
there is a need to prioritize when consolidating a large sample of models. FUT
however can, as mentioned, be designed to collect precise quantitative data like
task completion times, but is also suitable to for qualitative measures.

The meticulous planning of FUT implicate that the test sessions are mainly
controlled by the evaluator. The user evaluating the system is not expected to
do anything beyond following the instructions and answer the questions pro-
posed by the evaluator. In CI, the dynamic is the opposite, and the user guides
the evaluator through their work. As mentioned, the evaluator should ask ap-
propriate questions and guide the user back if the focus deviates too far, but
the user can generally steer the session in the direction they want.

Another important difference is the focus of the sessions. FUT is rather
system oriented, meaning that one generally create tasks that are directly as-
sociated with the system. Contextual Inquiry, on the other hand, is concerned
with the full work process, which mean that one might explore softwares, arti-
facts, or situations that not directly involve the system in question.

Lastly, though not highly relevant to this particular project, a difference
between Contextual Inquiry and Usability Testing is the prerequisites. Even
though Usability Testing can be used for exploratory purposes [4], it still requires
some sort of prototype, even if it is no more than a sheet of paper, whereas
Contextual Design can be applied to almost any activity, regardless if technology
is present.

The main differences between the two methods are summarized in Table 1.

FUT CI
Director of interview The interviewer The interviewee

Focus The system The work
Data Qualitative and quantitative Qualitative

Character Structured Unstructured
Main Workload Before visit After visit

Table 1: Summary of main differences between FUT and CI

2.4.1 Breakdowns vs Usability Problems

Contextual Inquiries get consolidated into models, and the sequence model is
particularly interesting for this study as they hold the so-called breakdowns.
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Breakdowns are similar to the main deliverable of Usability Tests - usability
problems - but with the significant difference that they describe issues with the
work which not necessarily has anything to do, or will even affect the design
of, the system. Usability problems from Usability Testing however, are issues
associated with the system itself. [4, 5]

2.5 FUT and CI in this study

Holtzblatt and Beyer [3, 5] thoroughly describe Contextual Design and its pro-
cedures, but it is important to note that this study is mainly concerned with
the data gathering itself - Contextual Inquiry. The reason for this is that some
of the design steps could be applied to any data, and hence the comparison with
Field Usability Testing would be unfair.

As mentioned, a criticism of performing usability tests in the field is that it
requires an almost fully functional product to be effective [12]. However, this
was not considered a threat for this study, as the software has been functional
for years.

This study use Rubin and Chisnell’s [4] ”Handbook of Usability Testing” to
define and develop its tests.

2.6 Case study

Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) is a non-invasive technique to study
blood circulation in small blood vessels - a phenomenon called microvascular
blood perfusion [14]. A laser illuminates the object, creating a so-called speckle
pattern, which is invisible to the naked eye but enables camera sensors and algo-
rithms to detect movement. This movement is in turn interpreted as perfusion.
Because the technique is non-invasive, it can be used without much preparation,
and can also simplify ethics procedures regarding animal research. A disadvan-
tage of the technique is that it is sensitive to movement, which means that small
patient movements, such as their breath, will slightly affect the measurement.

This study was conducted in cooperation with Perimed AB, a Swedish com-
pany developing diagnostic equipment for microcirculation and peripheral per-
fusion [15]. The software studied is called PIMSoft, and is used with PSI -
a Perimed developed LSCI device consisting of two cameras and two lasers.
The PSI captures images of a laser illuminated object and PIMSoft applies
the LASCA algorithm to calculate and subsequently visualize the result. The
PSI is primarily used for pre-clinical and clinical research. Applications include
studying rat brains and reactions to different substances or provocations with
the goal of increasing knowledge on strokes, as well as studies on skin flaps
partially detached from the body with the goal of improving skin transplant
surgery procedures. Another application is skin burn diagnostics.

The PSI is available in three different versions - the Normal Resolution (NR),
High Resolution (HR) and Zoom (Z). The NR can capture a larger area with
lower resolution, and the HR a smaller area with a higher resolution. The Z is
the latest addition to the product family which due to zoom and variable focus
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can capture both smaller areas with high resolution and larger areas with lower
resolution.

To understand the tasks mentioned in the method chapter, and the sequence
models in the result chapter, one benefits from a decent understanding of the
current version of PIMSoft. PIMSoft has three main views: the setup view,
the recording view and the review view. All three views displays three images
simultaneously: the perfusion image, the intensity image and the documentation
image (see Figure 2). The perfusion image is a visualization of the perfusion.
The intensity image is a monochrome image visualizing the intensity of each
pixel in the image. The documentation image is a color image meant to be used
as a reference, as it might be hard to identify objects in the two other images.
All three views offer the possibility to add so-called Regions of Interest (ROIs).
A ROI can be an ellipse, a rectangle or a free-form shape, and marks an isolated
perfusion calculation. The user can add an infinite amount of ROIs, but each
ROI will increase processor usage.

In the setup view, the user can prepare a perfusion measurement by speci-
fying the desired size, frame rate and resolution. These properties all affect the
performance available. If one needs images at a high frame rate, the image size
must be reduced. If one needs images at a high resolution, the frame rate must
be reduced. These limitations is due to both hardware interface capacity and
algorithm complexity. The user gets a preview of the image in setup mode, and
changes in resolution or size will apply to that image. Changes in frame rate
will not be displayed, and the preview image will show at a constant rate of
1 image per second. In setup mode, PIMSoft measures the distance from the
camera sensor to the object so that sizes can be shown in centimeters, rather
than pixels. There is also an option of using averaging on images. This allows
the user to specify a number of images that will be averaged, pixel by pixel.
If capturing at a frame rate of 10 images per second, averaging set to 10 will
effectively mean that PIMSoft will capture one image per second, and that the
image displayed is the average of the 10 images captured that second. This
feature exists to reduce the amount of noise that the camera and algorithm can
produce. Averaging effects are not visible in the setup view.

When starting a recording, the setup view transitions to the recording view.
In the recording view, the preview image is updated and shows the correct frame
rate (if possible, otherwise the highest possible), as well as averaged images.
Additionally, the user can display a graph which will show the perfusion values
for the whole image, as well as for each ROI. In this graph, the user can add
so-called Times of Interest (TOIs). A TOI is used to perform calculations on a
certain period of the recording. Below the graph is multiple tables that can be
customized to show various calculations, like differences between ROIs or TOIs.

When the recording eventually is stopped, the review view is shown. The
review view has the same features as the recording view, but allows the user to
scroll between images in the measurement by clicking either the graph or the
bottom scroll bar. This view also enables the user to play back the recording.

This study is also concerned with a fourth view - the Project Editor. In this
view, the user can create presets (called sites), projects, and subjects which can
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Figure 2: The main interface of PIMSoft. The colored image is visualizing
the perfusion, the monochrome image is visualizing the pixel intensity, and the
bottom image is a regular image of the object studied (zoomed in). The graph
shows the perfusion changes over time, both for the full image and for each
ROI. The ROIs can be seen on all three images and are labeled 1 and 2. The
table below show the perfusion values, both for TOIs, the full recording, and
the current image, determined from the playback position.

be used to organize measurements, or to save camera settings for future use. A
measurement can belong to one project, use one site and have one subject. A
project can have multiple subjects, and the same site or subject can be used for
different projects.

There are more, advanced, features in PIMSoft, but these four views cover
the main functionality. Any advanced feature stumbled upon during the tests
will be described, if appropriate.

The software was designed in the late 2000s. Since then, computers have
become more powerful, design patterns have evolved, and Perimed has identified
new potential target users. Therefore the scope of the project was not only to
fix usability issues with the current version of the software, but also to explore
alternative interaction flows and potential new features. Worth mentioning is
that this study is limited to PSI NR and HR, as the Z version is not yet available
in Europe. The PIMSoft version studied was various builds of version 1.5.
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3 Previous research

Comparing and evaluating user research methods is not uncommon in research,
and has been done for several decades. The topic has also been a target of meta-
research as the field apparently has not established clear methods and measures
regarding evaluation of usability evaluation methods.

Gray and Salzman published detailed opinions on usability evaluation method
studies in [16], mostly criticizing the lack of validity measures taken. Four
validity breakdowns (statistical conclusion validity, internal validity, construct
validity, and external validity) presented by Cook and Campbell were used to
examine four influential articles. Their main points were that usability method
comparison studies do not present statistically significant results, and that this
is a consequence of not accounting for the research theory on experiments avail-
able in related fields. The ignorance for best practices further affect method
design and participant selection (for, example Gray and Salzman argues that
one should not confuse the recommended number of participants for a usabil-
ity study with the recommended number of participants for an evaluation of
a usability method [16, p. 211]), which in turn can result in deceptive results.
The authors claim that these results can have significant negative effects on
practitioners when they are presented and generalized. Even though Gray and
Salzman provide excellent advice on usability evaluation methods experiments,
some of their points can not be applied to this study. First, time and financ-
ing constraints this paper from having more participants. Second, they favor
controlled experiments, and do no not recommend holding the sessions in dif-
ferent locations, which is the main point of this study. Third, this study is not
considered an experiment, but rather an exploratory study.

In 2001, Hartson, Andre, and Williges [1] built on Gray and Salzmans re-
search by reviewing 18 studies comparing different usability evaluation studies,
with the goal of establishing a common criteria for method effectiveness. The
authors describe how usability practitioners have a need of knowing which meth-
ods works best for which situations, but the lack of a systematic comparison
makes methods hard to compare. The methods compared were mainly methods
sprung from traditional usability testing or different kinds of expert reviews,
such as heuristic evaluation or cognitive walkthrough. The studies are mainly
compared in a quantitative fashion, using the measures thoroughness (amount
of usability divided by the count real of usability problems), validity (amount of
usability problems found divided by the amount of real problems), and reliabil-
ity (consistency between results regardless of evaluator). A common difficulty
for these measures, also stated by the authors, is to determine the criteria on
how to decide what is regarded a usability problem and what is a real usability
problem. The authors suggest using a laboratory study to establish a list of real
usability problems, but admit that the list probably would not be complete, nor
fully correct. As mentioned, the article’s main concern is not to evaluate the
methods, but to establish criteria for methods effectiveness.

Ulldal-Espersen et. al [17] criticize both Gray and Salzman, and Hartson et.
al, for not accounting for the resulting usability, and not taking real-life organi-
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zational matters into consideration. In contrast, their study consisted of three
stages: evaluation, implementation/redesign, and a second evaluation. They
used Think Aloud, Metaphors of Human Thinking (MOT), and a combination
of MOT and a questionnaire to evaluate how the different methods impact the
end usability. Although the study could have served as an inspiration for this
study’s methodological approach, their study had a longer time frame, consisted
of two pre-studies, and had more resources available than this thesis.

Stephanie Rosenbaum, CEO of Tec-Ed, seem to be one of the leading re-
searchers in the area of evaluating field methods. She and Tec-Ed has published
some articles, spanning a decade, comparing different user research data gath-
ering strategies:

Rosenbaum and Chisnell [18] describe the need for doing user research be-
yond laboratory testing, and recommend adding ethnographic interviews and
contextual inquiry to add richness to the data collected. Usability Testing is
considered cost efficient, but too narrow as it primarily identifies problems with
current products and might fail to identify core issues and intentions of the
target audience.

In 2003, Rosenbaum et. al published a study, [19], comparing three dif-
ferent field usability testing methods: Condensed Contextual Inquiry, Ethno-
graphic Interviewing and Field Usability Testing. The paper describes three
different cases from Tec-Ed’s business, and the three methods were applied on
one case each. The conducted Condensed Contextual Inquiry differs slightly
from Holtzblatt and Beyer’s ideas, as some participants were given tasks and
that not all interviews were one-on-one. The study concluded that Condensed
Contextual Inquiry is best used for exploring new features or improvements for
existing products, ethnographic interviews for designing tools that can support
a frequent task, and Field Usability Testing for getting feedback on a prototype
or a complex product. Each method was applied to one of three significantly
different cases, and the analysis seem based on experience.

Kantner and Rosenbaum made a follow up study in 2007 [10], again at Tec-
Ed, introducing their hybrid method called Field Usability Testing, claiming
to combine techniques from traditional laboratory testing and contextual in-
quiry. They split their method into two different approaches, the ethnographic
approach, which is an unstructured interview and observation combination, or
the structured approach, which resembles a laboratory test but in the user’s en-
vironment with their own equipment. Although this study offers an interesting
comparison on data, skill and resource requirements, it also seems based on
experience and does not describe the method of analysis.

The authors of the different handbooks considered in this study also have
some opinion on the methods. Holtzblatt and Beyer themselves [5] often com-
pare Contextual Design with Usability Testing or other traditional design testing
methods, claiming Contextual Design results in richer data (although they men-
tion some situations when Usability Testing is preferred), but little empirical
evidence can be found in research. Goodman et al. [9] states that other methods
are more suitable for answering broad questions about usage, as their goal is to
examine how users perform specific tasks. They also claim that usability tests
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usually happen too late in the development process, and that they can be useful
for investigating new ideas.

To summarize: even though there are research and opinions on the topic,
a study applying different methods to the same case, with a clear method of
analysis, can hopefully either confirm present ideas, or contribute to new insights
for the field.
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4 Method

This section describes the participants, how the Field Usability Tests and Con-
textual Inquiries were conducted, the way the data was prepared for analysis,
and the method of analysis.

4.1 Data gathering

4.1.1 Participants

This study had six participants, of which three did a Field Usability Test and
three a Contextual Inquiry. The main reason for the low participant count was
that the time to find, recruit and visit participants had to fit within the time
frame of the study. Another reason was that travel had to be feasible, both
regarding time and finances.

To minimize the researcher’s knowledge transfer between tests, the tests were
shifted every participant: The first participant performed a Contextual Inquiry,
the second a Field Usability Test, the third a Contextual Inquiry and so on. If
a single visit consisted of several tests, each participant was randomly assigned
a method.

PIMSoft is used for many different applications, with the common goal of
studying the blood perfusion of an object. Some users use it on humans, some
on animals. Some users make long-term observations whereas others are only
interested in a snapshot, either once or with daily or weekly intervals. The six
participants in this study were selected with the following criteria:

• Together they should cover a wide range of applications

• Experienced and knowledgeable regarding PIMSoft and microcirculation

• Geographically located in Northern Europe, to make travel feasible

• Willing to participate in the study

A detailed description of the selected participants is included below:

Participant A is a resident doctor, working at the eye clinic at Lund’s Uni-
versity Hospital, Sweden. Their interest in research began when they started
their current employment. They have mainly used PIMSoft for clinical and
pre-clinical research, primarily focusing on skin transplants.

Participant B is an intern doctor working at different departments, but cur-
rently with emergency care. They started doing clinical research during their
studies at the medical program. The participant is using PIMSoft to determine
the degree of skin burns and whether the skin could heal by itself or if an opera-
tion is required as well as other experimental studies. B is working in Linköping,
Sweden.
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Participant C cancelled their participation due to unavailability during the
study period.

Participant D is a doctor working full time with research in Berlin, Germany.
They have used PIMSoft when studying mice and phenomenons occurring dur-
ing strokes and/or injections of substances.

Participant E is a doctor working full time with research. They has a tech-
nological background and is knowledgeable with the algorithm and technique,
but has not used PIMSoft frequently. They are working in Berlin, Germany.

Participant F is a clinical specialist and a PhD in ophthalmology. The par-
ticipant’s use of PIMSoft covers both animals and humans, primarily regarding
skin transplant surgeries. E is working in Lund, Sweden.

Participant G is a researcher, working with wounds. Their research primarily
consists of mice studies at a lab in Uppsala, Sweden. They were recruited as a
replacement participant due to the cancellation of Participant C.

Participant Location Main Application Method

A Lund Skin transplants CI
B Linköping Burns FUT
C Linköping Burns None (cancelled)
D Berlin Mouse brains CI
E Berlin Rat brains FUT
F Lund Skin transplants and anesthetics CI
G Uppsala Animal studies and wounds FUT

Table 2: Summary of participants

4.1.2 Field Usability Testing

Since the project was gathering user data for redesign, the focus was on high
level usability issues, rather than detailed issues like button sizes or font families.
An exploratory test was chosen, and the tasks were phrased as broad scenarios,
outlining the main use cases of the software, as recommended by [4].

To identify the main usage, three brief telephone pre-interviews were held
with one participant per location, except for Uppsala, as the participant were
recruited after the task design was complete. The interviews showed that some
activities were shared across all participants:

• Setting up and positioning the PSI for the measurement

• Setting up PIMSoft with the appropriate recording settings (such as image
size, frame rate, recording length or using a preset)
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• Monitoring and analyzing the images

Some features were used by two of the three participants:

• Using the database to organize measurements

• Customizing color scales and filters

• Sharing or exporting images, videos, or files

Some features were used by only one participant, and were ignored. These fea-
tures were generally specific or advanced. For example, one participant used a
feature where one sets so-called reference images, which values are later sub-
tracted from all other images. The resulting images are thus only showing the
difference to the reference image.

Tasks From the interviews, four main tasks were identified: Setting up the
database with a preset for a recording, performing a measurement, using analysis
tools, and sharing data. The tasks were phrased as high level, non-specific,
realistic scenarios, leaving the user to decide in what way to solve them. The
tasks included some steps not necessarily mentioned in the interviews.

To identify any issues with the tasks, a pilot test was held with a Perimed
employee some weeks before the first test. The pilot showed that Task A needed
to be more specific, that the original Task C was outside the intended use of
PIMSoft, and that Task D, which originally asked the user to prepare an email,
was hard to complete as the dedicated PIMSoft computer delivered do not come
with email software installed. After revision, the four tasks were rewritten as
follows:

Task A: You are going to perform a series of measurements on four
similar objects (object A, B, C and D) which will be compared later, and
you will measure at the same site on every object. It is important that
these measurements share the same settings: The images should be taken
at a distance of 15cm∗, the image should be 5x5cm∗, the resolution should
be normal. You want to see one image each second and use averaging.
Prepare a preset that can be used for this project. The preset will be
used with your PSI device.

Successful Completion Criteria: The participant creates a project,
and four subjects. The project is set to use the settings above, and all
four subjects are added to the project.

∗For HR version, distance was specified to 10 cm and image size to 2x2cm
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Task B

You are going to perform a measurement on a hand. You want to monitor
the perfusion, both on the fingertip (nail) and on the finger, for 5 minutes.
It is therefore important that the full finger fits in the image. You want
the measurement to be of as high quality as possible. After some time, we
will perform a provocation, and it is important that this time is marked
in the recording. It is interesting to compare the mean perfusion on both
the nail and finger before the and after the trigger. Write down these
values on the table below. (Table included on printed task)

Successful Completion Criteria: The participant can with few er-
rors perform setup the hardware and software, perform a measurement,
add the appropriate ROIs and read the statistics.

Task C

You discover something interesting when analyzing the measurement per-
formed in Task B. You want to resume the measurement, but this time
the hand has moved slightly. Perform the measurement in the same
recording. You want to use the same ROIs for the fingertip and finger as
in task B, but make sure that the ROIs are not moved for the first part
of the recording. Mark the new part of the recording as “Hand moved”.

Successful Completion Criteria: The participant can resume the
previous recording and move the ROI without affecting the previous
measurement.

Task D

A research group has cited your work in their study, and they want to
include some images in their paper and a video (with both the perfusion
and color image) in their presentation. They would also like a copy of
the recording, so that they can perform some extra calculations. You are
being credited for the work and decide that it would be fine. Prepare
a folder with two good images, a video export of the recording and the
recording file itself.

Successful Completion Criteria: The participant can with few er-
rors prepare a folder with two images of choice, a video, and a so-called
SendFile.
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Measurement Unit

Since the usability tests were conducted in the field at the user’s workplace,
there were differences in hardware and thus differences in computer speed, which
made task completion time an ambiguous measurement unit. Instead, the test
measured how many times the user went down a non-productive path. For each
task, an optimal solution tree was drawn, showing which activities that depend
on others and in which order they should be performed. It was noted any time
the user deviated from the optimal path.

Deviations

A deviation could be any of the following:

• Performing a step too early (resulting in having to redo it later)

• Performing an unnecessary step

• Searching for features in menus or windows

• Looking at the documentation

• Skipping part of the task

Every premature execution or unnecessary action regarding the steps, as well as
reading the documentation, was counted as one deviation each. Searching for
something was counted as one deviation, regardless of the amount of menus or
windows the user searched through. The reason for this was that the underlying
intention was interpreted to be the same: to find a function. It was however
noted which menus the user searched through, as it could be an indication of
where the user expected to find certain features.

Skipping part of the task was noted as the user themselves signaled when
they finished the task. If part of the task was skipped, the user were asked to
perform the remainder in isolation, in which deviations were analyzed as stated
above.

Post-test Interviews After all tasks were completed, an unstructured in-
terview was conducted with the participant. The interview consisted of broad
questions:

• What questions do you have about any of the tasks you performed during
the test?

• What are your general thoughts and questions regarding PIMSoft?

• What kind of problems have you encountered in PIMSoft?

• What do you find missing from PIMSoft?
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Procedure Each usability test started with a short introduction to the project,
followed by handing out and signing the consent form. A short interview was
held, where the participant described their background and their experience
with PIMSoft. Each task started with the researcher reading the task to the
participant, after which they were handed a paper copy. The participants were
allowed to ask questions clarifying the task, but were not given any help to
succeed. The participants were told to tell the researcher when they considered
the task finished. Each task was limited to 15 minutes, except for task B, which
due to its complexity, as well as having a five minute recording as part of the
task, had a time limit of 25 minutes. If the participant did not solve the task
during this time, the task was cancelled and considered unsuccessful. If the
participant considered the task finished, but skipped any part of the task, they
were asked to perform the skipped part. After the four tasks were finished, a
semi-structured interview was held. This interview allowed the participant to
speak freely about the software, and also enabled the researcher to gather more
information on why certain actions were taken during the tasks.

Data collection and processing Each test captured a video recording of
the screen, which also contained audio. The tester was taking notes during
the session. The video recording were later studied to find the non-productive
paths, and the notes along with the audio track contributed to adding notes for
the paths. All tests were analyzed by watching the video recordings and at the
same time drawing the paths taken by the participants on top of the intended
paths. Each deviation was counted, and a short description on what led to the
deviation was noted along with a task identifier. Any observations unrelated to
deviations were noted separately. All deviations and observations were put in a
spreadsheet, and grouped by tasks and participants.

4.1.3 Contextual Inquiry

A Contextual Inquiry does not require much method design other than that
the interviewer should be well prepared and know how to get the interviewee
back on track when he or she departs from the main topic. The participants
were prior to the meeting informed of how Contextual Inquiry works, and told
that no preparation was needed. The inquiries were limited to two hours, as
recommended by Beyer and Holtzblatt [5].

Each inquiry begun with handing out and signing the consent form, and was
followed by a brief interview where the participant presented their background,
their main duties, and their experience with PIMSoft. The interview then tran-
sitioned into a Contextual Inquiry as the interviewer asked the participant to
show how they work. The inquires were ended when the time limit reached two
hours, or when the participant did not have anything more to tell.

Data collection All Contextual Inquiries were audio recorded. The researcher
also took notes during all sessions. The data was processed as recommended
by [5] - with interpretation sessions resulting in models and affinity notes. The
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interpretations sessions were held at Perimed’s office and participants consisted
of managers, software developers and a usability engineer. The models from all
three contextual inquiries were consolidated into summarized models.

Models Three models were used in this project: the sequence model, the
identity model, and the physical model.

The sequence model is a detailed description of the users work flow and all
the problems they encounter along the way. These problems are breakdowns.
What is considered a breakdown can be different depending on the project scope,
and was in this project defined as:

• Any time the user expressed frustration

• Any time the user used a work-around

• Any time the user made a mistake

• Any time the software failed (crash/bug)

• Any time the user has to perform a step that the software could have done
automatically

The identity model was used to capture the intentions of the user as a per-
son, and not as a professional (in this case doctor/researcher). The physical
model was used to capture any environmental circumstances that could affect
the design of the software.

4.2 Data analysis

This study used a qualitative approach, for several reasons. One reasons was
the low participant count, which would not generate any statistically significant
results. Another reason was the complexity of the data, which would be hard
to normalize for a fair statistical comparison. The methods of analysis are
described in this section.

4.2.1 Data comparison

Initially, the raw data from each method were compared, to find any obvious
similarities in problems/breakdowns found. Each entry was added to one of
three groups:

• Insight (breakdown) exclusive to Contextual Inquiry

• Insight (usability problem) exclusive to Field Usability Testing

• Insight (breakdown and usability problem) shared between both methods

In addition to the comparison performed by the researcher, the breakdowns
and usability problems were also independently analyzed by an HCI docent at
Uppsala University. The intention was to challenge the validity of the compar-
ison.
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4.2.2 Thematic analysis

A thematic analysis was used to identify characteristics for the data of each
method. The thematic analysis followed the steps recommended by Oates [20]:

1. Familiarization - The data was read through several times to get a general
first impression.

2. Initial codes - Oates [20] recommend filtering out data that is not relevant
to the research question, but in this case all data was considered relevant,
as the goal was to find characteristic and themes in all usability problems
and breakdowns. Instead, each issue was assigned an initial overarching
theme.

3. Searching for themes - All usability problems and breakdowns were revis-
ited several times to find more themes and characteristics. Additionally,
a deductive approach was used to find themes related to the definitions of
usability mentioned in the background chapter.

4. Reviewing themes - All themes were reviewed several times, with the in-
tention of finding commonalities or contrasts between themes. Themes
can be too general or too specific, and this step helped finding the appro-
priate level of detail. However, the initial and specific themes were not
removed, as they could still contribute to the analysis.

5. Defining themes - The major themes were defined and phrased appropri-
ately.

6. Describing themes - The themes were described along with examples from
the data, and if relevant - theme occurrence counts.

The thematic analysis was performed on the usability problems from FUT,
and the breakdowns from CI respectively, in a spreadsheet.

4.2.3 Design Workshops

To further gain knowledge on how CI and FUT informs design, two three-hour
design workshops were held. The two workshops had different participants, all
of which were master students in HCI at Uppsala University. All participants
had taken courses in Usability Testing and User-Centered Design and were thus
familiar with the methods used.

Both sessions started with a description of the software in its current state.
The participants then got access to a computer with the current version of the
software (with simulated hardware), and fifteen minutes to get familiar with the
main features.

One of the groups then received the consolidated models from Contextual
Inquiry, and the other received the document with Usability Problems from
Field Usability Testing. Both groups were asked to brainstorm design ideas, and
ultimately deliver one or more low fidelity paper prototypes. After one hour, the
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prototypes were photographed, and the groups were handed the data from the
other method and asked to continue their brainstorming. After another hour,
the sessions was wrapped up and the participants explained their prototypes
and thoughts. The prototypes were kept by the researcher for further analysis.
The researcher did not participate in the workshops other than moderating the
sessions.

A thematic analysis was performed on the prototypes from the design work-
shops, with the intention of identifying any differences or commonalities between
the design ideas generated from each method. The analysis followed a similar
procedure as mentioned in section 4.2.2:

1. Familiarization - The prototypes (in this case, the term prototypes include
any sketched idea) were reviewed several times to get a first impression.

2. Initial codes - Each prototype was assigned an initial descriptive label,
referring to the part of interface that was redesigned.

3. Searching for themes - Each prototype was revisited several times and
assigned several themes.

4. Reviewing themes - All themes were reviewed several times, noting which
data set was used when the design idea was generated (For group 1: either
FUT data or both; For group 2: either CI data or both).

5. Defining themes - The major themes were defined and phrased appropri-
ately.

6. Describing themes - The themes were described along with examples from
the prototypes.
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5 Results

5.1 Field Usability Testing Results

All three Field Usability Tests were completed successfully. Two of the tests
were conducted in research labs, and one at a doctor’s office where patient
meetings occur. Two of the tests lasted for approximately one hour, and one for
thirty minutes. The difference in duration was partly because the quicker test
had a participant who took little time between clicks and tasks. In total, two
tasks failed, as participant E did not reach the Succession Completion Criteria
on Task C, and participant G on Task A.

As PIMSoft offers multiple approaches and features that can achieve the
same results, one could identify different strategies for some tasks, especially in
task A and B. The intended flow in task B was to place two different regions
of interest (ROIs) and then two times of interest (TOIs), to be able to read
the average perfusion value. One participant instead placed four different ROIs,
and made sure they only existed for the period of interest, which achieved the
same result. When asked if they knew any other way of performing the task,
they used the TOIs after some time of thought.

No participant completed the test without deviating from the intended work
flow. In total, 52 deviations were found, summarized in Table 3.

Participant Task A Task B Task C Task D Total

B 3 5 2 5 15
E 5 6 4∗ 3 18
G 3 ∗ 3 4 9 20

Total 11 14 10 17 52

Table 3: Summary of intended path deviations

Apart from the deviations, each test also generated notes captured during
the tasks or during the post-test interviews. In total, 32 notes were captured.

Participant Notes

B 8
E 14
G 10

Total 32

Table 4: Summary of FUT notes

The deviations and tasks were analyzed and transformed into potential us-
ability problems. In total, 31 usability problems were found in the tests.

∗User did not fulfill the succession criteria
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5.2 Contextual Inquiry Results

Three contextual inquires were held, two in a hospital environment and one
in a research laboratory. The two hospital working participants perform mea-
surements on human patients, and the laboratory participant on mice and rats.
Since one of the hospital participants used the device for emergency care, the
session ultimately became a so-called retrospective account, where the partici-
pant go through their most recent work, as no emergency patient was available
during the session. The other hospital working participant use the device during
their research weeks, which did not occur for the duration of this study, and
hence a retrospective account had to be used for this participant as well. A
retrospective account does have some drawbacks, as the participant might skip
steps or remember things incorrectly, and therefore the interviewer has to be
watchful and ask the participant to fill in any gaps or uncertainties. The labo-
ratory agreed that the researcher could participate during a real measurement
on a rat.

The inquires lasted for between one and a half hour to just over two hours.
Despite the retrospective accounts, all participants had a fully functional PSI
unit with PIMSoft installed during the full duration. Two of the participants
also showed other tools and software that they use, both together with PIM-
Soft and independently. Each inquiry was successfully audio recorded, and also
resulted in several pages of notes.

Interpretation sessions were held at Perimed’s office in Järfälla after each
inquiry. Sessions participants included employees from management, project
management, development, and usability. Four employees attended all three
sessions, and three different managers participated in one session each. The
interpretations sessions were held by the researcher and any new session attendee
got an introduction to the concept of interpretation sessions beforehand. The
sessions were limited to two hours, both to comply with recommendations in [5],
and also to be able to have a decent amount of Perimed employees present.

Due to inexperience, capturing models within the time frame of the sessions
was proven difficult. However, the process of capturing affinity notes went bet-
ter. Therefore, the sequence models were refined based on the affinity notes
after the session. The physical and identify models were left unadjusted.

The models were consolidated to find similar and different intentions and
breakdowns across the users, which then could be compared with the usability
problems and notes from FUT. The consolidation resulted in one identity model,
two physical models and three sequence models. The sequence models covered
performing, analyzing, and exporting data, and contained in total 82 steps, 35
breakdowns and 31 intentions. Figure 3 shows an example of a sequence model,
visualizing the sequence of performing a measurement.
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Figure 3: The sequence model for performing a measurement (see Appendix for
all models)
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5.3 Data comparison

The breakdowns and usability problems were compiled into the three lists men-
tioned above: one list with insights from Contextual Inquiry, one list with in-
sights from Field Usability Testing, and one with insights captured from both
methods.

In total, 58 insights were transformed and put into their appropriate list. 27
of the insights came from the breakdowns from the Contextual Inquiries and 31
from the usability problems found in the Field Usability Tests.

The comparison was rather challenging, as breakdowns and usability prob-
lems are phrased quite differently, but both the researcher and the external
analyst concluded that 25 insights were exclusive to CI, 29 insights were exclu-
sive to FUT and that only two insights were common for both methods:

ID Description

FUT31 and CI2 Users do not know where to find the manual
FUT30 andCI12 The ROI calculation indicator is frustrating

Table 5: List of insights captured from both methods

5.4 Design workshop

Both design workshops ran for three hours (of which two consisted of design
work), plus an additional 15 minutes for wrapping up and explaining the design
ideas. Group 1 received the FUT data first, followed by the CI data, and Group
2 the other way around. Group 1 delivered four prototypes, each of a specific
part of the interface, as well as some notes on smaller potential changes. Group
2 delivered 3 prototypes, also of specific parts of the interface, as well as some
redesigned sequences, and a few shorter notes on smaller changes. Images and
description of the generated prototypes are included in the 6 analysis section.
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6 Analysis & Discussion

According to Gray and Salzman [16], it is important to distinguish between
research findings and researcher opinions when studying usability evaluation
methods. Research findings are in line with scope of the study, and are sup-
ported by the gathered data, whereas researcher opinions can include observa-
tions and advice built on experience. Gray and Salzman mean that researcher
opinions are not irrelevant, but that the readers should have no doubt whether
they are reading an opinion or a finding. Therefore, the analysis section of this
paper is split into two sections: Research Findings, which includes all findings
related to the scope of the study, and in turn supported by the data, and Re-
searcher Observations which covers any opinions or observations noted during
the study.

6.1 Research Findings

It was expected, due to the low participant count and few total tests, that
the study would not produce any statistically significant results. It is possible
that the data does not represent a larger population. With a low participant
count each participant can have a large impact on the end results, which means
that information can have been missed or over represented - by Gray and Salz-
man called the wildcard effect [16]. Therefore, a qualitative approach was used,
with thematic analysis being the choice of method. Any quantitative results
presented in this section should be carefully interpreted.

6.1.1 Data comparison

The fact that only 2 of 58 insights were common for both methods indicates
that the methods are in fact different, and likely suitable for different goals. No
interesting commonalities were found for the two common problems: not finding
the software’s manual, and a frustrating pop-up dialog.

6.1.2 Thematic Analysis

The thematic analysis found several themes discussed in detail below.

Usability vs. utility Two themes found were whether the insight referred
to the usability or the utility of the software. These terms were used as defined
by the Nielsen Norman group [7]: Utility is whether the software provides the
features you need, and usability how easy and pleasant these are to use. The
breakdowns and usability problems were categorized by asking “Is it possible
to solve the breakdown/problem in the current version of the software?”. If
yes, the insight was considered referring to usability, else considered referring to
utility.

∗Two breakdowns could not be categorized
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Method Usability Utility

CI∗ 11 14
FUT 26 5

Table 6: Insights categorized by usability and utility

The theme count seem to indicate that CI can have a more evenly distributed
mix between usability and utility issues, whereas FUT efficiently can identify
many usability problems, but not as many utility. However, the FUT sessions
were half as long as the CI sessions, and FUT therefore seem more efficient in
finding usability issues.

An example of an utility insight found in CI was that the user is not satisfied
with the outcome of the images, as the measured differences in perfusion are not
visible in the images, since the color scales for difference images are from light
blue (small difference) to dark red (big difference). The user want the images in
their publications to look “cool”, and due to the fact that the difference images
color scale is not modifiable, this is a utility problem.

Another example is that said images need to have a certain resolution and
DPI (dots per inch) to be approved for publishing in some journals. PIMSoft
cannot not guarantee this, and does not tell the user what resolution the image
will have, which is why this is another utility problem.

Examples of usability problems found in the CI is that a user tried to close
a dialog by clicking outside of it, which is not possible, but the dialog can be
closed by clicking the close button or pressing enter. This is a usability problem
since the functionality is there, but the way of doing it is not in sync with the
users mental model. This kind of problem can also indicate that a dialog might
not be the best solution for the concerned interaction, in this case renaming a
ROI.

Utility problems in FUT included that the user could not place a ROI when
the estimated CPU usage was equal to or greater than 100 percent. One might
consider this reasonable, but the user stated the importance of having a high
resolution image as well as monitoring ROIs during measurements, and since
the software could likely perform safety measures (for example an overhead in
the estimated CPU usage) that guarantee ROIs can be placed at any time, it
should therefore be seen as a utility problem.

Some examples of a usability problems found in FUT are buttons clicks
with no feedback, confusing icons, and information only revealed when hovering
interface objects with the mouse. As mentioned, the majority of the FUT data
concerned problems like this.

Regarding redesign, the difference between usability and utility pose an im-
portant question: Are the redesign project aiming to introduce new features, fix
the usability issues with the current features, or - probably optimally - both?

Workarounds An interesting theme commonly found in the CI data was
workarounds. A workaround is described as an action the user takes that the
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system potentially could have performed for them, which makes the theme re-
lated to utility. In fact, all workarounds were also considered referring to utility.
Nine workarounds were found in CI data, but only one in the FUT data.

The reason for CI being efficient in identifying workarounds, and FUT not,
could be that users are not restricted to any specific task or work flow, and thus
act on habit. Even though tasks were phrased broadly in the FUT conducted,
they were still instructing the users what to do.

An example of a workaround found is that users put reference objects into
frame, which they know the measurements of. These are used to measure dis-
tances in the images. When asked about the reason for this, the participants
stated that common perfusion theories in their fields has distance as a variable.
Hence, to confirm or challenge those theories, they need to know the distance
between different parts of the object they are measuring on. Interestingly, there
is a ruler feature in PIMSoft, but it is not accurate enough to be useful.

Another example of a workaround is that participants take screenshots of the
color scale and put it in their publications, so that their readers can understand
what is high and low perfusion. A simple design implication could be that it
should be possible to export images with the color scale embedded.

Workarounds are interesting regarding redesign. They imply design oppor-
tunities that can simplify users work, improving efficiency. Workarounds also
reveal intentions that can be hard to capture.

Interaction and Visual Design details FUT seem efficient in identifying
details in visual design, such as wording, control placements, visual structures,
affordances, and so on. Around half of the usability problems (15 of 31) found
were related to visual design, and additionally 5 usability problems were related
to feedback, mouse manipulation, or working memory.

An example of a problem like this is the pause button in PIMSoft. The
pause button replaces the “start recording”-button when a recording is started,
and is also centered and larger than other buttons. When users are done with a
recording, they press this button and PIMSoft goes into pause mode. In pause
mode, the user get a live preview from the cameras and can modify settings such
as framerate, averaging, and resolution, but can not browse the images in the
recording. To do that, the stop button, which is located in the same playback
bar but smaller and aligned to the right, has to be pressed. Users tend to resort
to the centered button, regardless of intention, and will after noticing resort to
the stop button.

An example of a wording issue was the menu text “Export to .avi...”, which is
located under the File-menu. Two participants had a hard time understanding
that this was in fact the video export feature, and one of the participants did
therefore not complete the task at all. One can probably classify this as a
problem where the technical language of developers and engineers has made its
way into the software, which users might not come from a technical background.

The data FUT generate is likely affected by the method of analysis, in this
case the non-productive paths. It puts the evaluator in the mindset of noting
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whenever the user make a mistake, and to find the reason for this. A missclick-
type mistake will probably have a larger chance of being recognized in FUT,
rather than CI, especially as the sessions included a video recording of the screen.

Regarding redesign, these kinds of problems are important to capture. Some
features and designs will likely stay similar in the redesigned software, and can
be slightly improved by removing issues related to this. They can also help when
implementing new features, and hence improve the Nielsen/Norman-defined us-
ability of any newly introduced utility, though it would require performing us-
ability tests in a later stage of the redesign process.

Real data Some breakdowns identified were directly dependent on that the
measurements were “real” measurements with real data. A reason for the FUT
tests missing these details could be that it is a challenge to perform exploratory
usability tests. As tasks and scenarios are designed by evaluators, one could
unintentionally delimitate the participants’ mindset and make them focus on
the task at hand, despite their true intention being something else.

Designed tasks might miss important circumstances, which happened in this
study. Task B asked the user to perform a measurement on a hand, and in Task
C, that same recording was resumed. The FUT participants measurements
from those tasks were 5-7 minutes long. When the CI participants performed
measurements, or showed old recordings, those were often longer than 30 min-
utes, and sometimes spanned several hours. The same was true for moving
ROIs around in the same recording: in the tasks, that happened once; in the
CI observations it happened either multiple times or not at all. It can seem
reasonable to criticize the task designer for not paying attention to details like
this beforehand, but on the other hand it was captured “automatically” in CI.

In this study, the software evaluated are used by expert users, proficient in
an advanced topic. One could therefore argue that the process of capturing
core goals and intentions could be more complicated compared to designing,
for example, a web shop where one can assume that the main goal is to enable
people to buy things - a question also raised by Chilana et. al [21]. It seems
like the work with real data enables CI to capture some domain specific issues.

Put into the context of redesign, one has to consider the implications of real
data, as they can reveal problems not visible when using dummy data. These
problems can be both interaction design details, for example how to interact
with a timeline filled with multiple ROIs and TOIs, or missing utility, such as
providing a decent overview of said graph.

6.1.3 Impact on design - Design workshops

The thematic analysis on the design workshops was more challenging, as the
resulting prototypes were not obviously different. However, some interesting
themes were discovered, and are described below.

Designing sequences A noticeable difference between the two design work-
shop groups was that Group 2, which first received the CI models, began to
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Figure 4: Part of Group 2’s design ideas after one hour of designing with CI
data
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Figure 5: Part of Group 2’s design ideas after one hour of designing with CI
data
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Figure 6: Group 1’s design ideas after one hour of designing with FUT data

Figure 7: Part of Group 2’s design ideas after the second hour of designing with
FUT and CI data
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Figure 8: Part of Group 2’s design ideas after the second hour of designing with
FUT and CI data
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Figure 9: Part of Group 1’s design ideas after the second hour of designing with
both FUT and CI data

sketch on top of the sequence models, and partially redesigned parts of the se-
quences (see Figure 4 and 5). This might be an indication that the models puts
certain problems into a context, where the solution might not be to solve the
step where the breakdown occurs, but the steps leading up to it. Group 2 did
also come up with some design suggestions for sequences where no breakdowns
were present, but where the behaviour did not align with the workshop par-
ticipants’ mental models, which might not had happened if those behaviours
were not visualized next to the breakdowns. Interestingly enough, Group 2 also
drew design ideas on top of Usability Problem list during the second part of the
workshop (see Figure 8).

Quick fixes on current interface elements In contrast to designing se-
quences, Group 1 carefully read through all usability problems, and decided to
focus their first hour on the export functionality (exporting data/images/videos
from PIMSoft), to which several usability problems were related (see Figure 6).
Their initial prototypes were based on the windows already present in PIMSoft,
with added functionality that would seemingly fix some of the usability prob-
lems on the list. Their additions included adding an option to select a range of
frames that would be exported to a video, a menu option called “Export as...”
which would list all the possible options for exporting, and feedback (“Changes
saved”) on a button which does not give any feedback in the current version of
PIMSoft.

Group 2 acted similarly during their second design hour, when they got
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access to the FUT Usability Problems, as their focus seemed to shift towards
fixing problems in the current views. As seen in Figure 7, the group redesigned
playback buttons, as well as the layout in the so-called Project Editor.

Novel interface elements The novel, or at least significantly changed, in-
terface elements were all drawn when the groups had access to the CI data.
Examples of novel elements are the help screen seen in Figure 8, the splash
screen in Figure 5, and the revamped graph view seen in Figure 9. Reasonably,
there can be several reasons for this. One is that the way the breakdowns are
part of a sequence might give designers more information, and hence inspire
more or broader ideas. This could maybe be countered by elaborating and pre-
senting the usability problems differently and in more detail. Another reason
could be that a sequence can put designers in a different mindset, regardless
of the information present in the visualization. Another reason could be the
workshop participant’s unfamiliarity with PIMSoft, and that the CI data were
more inspiring in this particular case. However, novel interface elements is not a
measurement of data quality, but an interesting observation to further evaluate
as novel element suggestions might be desirable in a redesign situation.

6.1.4 Summary of analysis

A rough conclusion is that CI is suitable for collecting high-level goals and in-
tentions, and thus describing much of the missing utility of the current software.
The workarounds and the insights from observing work with real data can help
developing companies to determine what features should be implemented, and
also the requirements of those features. FUT, on the other hand, can efficiently
give designers detailed feedback on how these features should work, and on why
users make mistakes, and thus improve the usability. The design workshops
point to a similar conclusion, as novel features and design elements mainly
came from the CI data. However, several quick fixes, which would improve the
overall quality of the software, were designed with the FUT data as a basis, and
the FUT data did inspire novel elements, though the group had access to the
CI data as well at that point.

6.2 Researcher Observations

Stated below are some observations and opinions not fully supported by the
data gathered. They can be seen as ideas for future studies, or things to notice
during similar research.

Spatial and Identity Model The spatial and identity models from CI were
not used much in the comparison of the methods, as they were small and did
not contain that much information. However, they were an efficient tool when
describing breakdowns and design ideas to people who did not attend interpre-
tation sessions. They contained explanations for intentions and could provide a
visualisation of the user’s work environment.
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Intentions A core value of the CI data is the intentions. They can point
to additional user goals, and expose design opportunities. FUT data does not
seem to contain something similar. For example, two of the CI participants
mentioned a desire for customizing the images exported from the software, and
argued that it is important that their publications “look cool”. One of those
participants also mentioned that they try to fit as much as possible in the image,
and not just the area where perfusion is studied (their example was that when
measuring on an eyelid, they try to fit the nose and the other eye into the frame
as well). The same participant also used a different (although predefined) color
scheme than all other participants, and claimed that the only reason for using
it is that they think it looks better than the default one. Another participant
said that their field is rather competitive, and when publishing articles they
want other research groups to envy their “cool” images. These are indications
of a goal beyond studying blood flow on different objects - a goal where the
visualization of the data is just as important as the data itself.

Another similar finding is that all CI participants mentioned that they oc-
clude (prevent blood flow) a part of the object studied and that the perfusion
value during occlusion is used to define what should be considered zero blood
flow. As the technique is sensitive to movements and noise, an occlusion can be
used to normalize the perfusion scale and increase the comparability between
measurements. No FUT participant mentioned this when asked to perform a
measurement.

Task design One reason that FUT seem less effective in capturing “hidden”
user’s goals could be that the goals during testing are defined by the evaluator,
and not the user. Even though the tasks were designed by interviewing partici-
pants beforehand, some intentions were left out, and when asked to perform a
measurement on a hand, with the main goal of reading average perfusion val-
ues, no participant mentioned the framing. When they subsequently were asked
to export two good images from that measurement, their focus seemed to be
mainly on putting the images in the right folder, rather than making sure the
image itself looked good.

This could be due its focused quality - the user is performing a specific task in
the system. Yet, the task itself can force the user to perform tasks in ways they
would not normally, as the task description might contain prerequisites that are
not usually present, or the other way around. It could therefore be interesting
to investigate and evaluate a combined FUT and CI, where the task scenario is
simply “show me how to do this in this system” (for this study, it could have
been “show me how to perform a measurement in PIMSoft”). Nevertheless, this
seems similar to the Condensed Contextual Inquiry presented by Kantner et al.
in [19]. An academic approach to Condensed Contextual Inquiry could likely
yield interesting results.

Psychological factors Not covered in this study are the psychological effects
of CI, FUT, and field visits as a whole. One can imagine that being interviewed
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in their own workplace might mean some sense of security for the participant, as
they are the knowledgeable one in the room. In FUT however, this power shifts
when the tests start, as the evaluator makes the participant perform specific
actions. In CI, the participant are in the power position for a majority of the
test.

Differences in the participants behaviour, depending on which test they did,
was noticed. During the Contextual Inquiries, the participants seemed to enjoy
that the focus was not on the software but on themselves. None of the three
CI-participants needed much interference from the researcher to keep talking.
This was not the case in the post test-interviews in FUT. Participants in this
case were perceived as more defensive and the interviews did not generate much
data. Because of the low participant count, and that all tests were conducted
by the same evaluator, this difference could likely be either random or caused
by design. Additionally, the post-test interviews were, in general, quite short.
The open ended questions were likely not ideal, and the interviews could have
been more structured with more specific questions.

However, the observation also make sense if one considers how the meth-
ods are structured. With objectives and research questions, FUT requires the
evaluator to steer the tests and interview in a certain evaluative direction. Con-
textual Inquiry however, leaves the participant fairly unrestricted, which will
likely lead to some exploratory advantages. These different characteristics are
possibly mirrored in the participants.

Commercial feasibility Contextual Design requires a group of people will-
ing to spend time on a thorough analysis process. Since each visit will take
two hours, and interpretation sessions at least two hours per person, and con-
solidation a few more hours, this method is quite expensive. Although the
initial investment of Field Usability Tests will be large, its analysis phase can
be assigned to few people, and can also be completed remotely.

6.3 Discussion

FUT and CI seem to be two different methods, each having strengths and weak-
nesses. When discussing a redesign project, one has to determine the main goal
of the project, and an exploratory approach would likely be preferred. CI seem
to be stronger regarding exploratory purposes, and would be a good choice for
initial data gathering. The data would inspire new features, redesign of se-
quences, automation of workarounds, and improve the general quality of the
software. However, when those ideas have been prototyped, and it is time to let
user try them, FUT (or UT) is probably a good choice of evaluation method,
as one can limit the test and efficiently test only that particular prototype.
FUT will be able to catch bad placements of UI elements, issues with visibility
or affordance, and it would likely be more efficient than if the same test were
conducted with CI. One can see a clear connection between this theory and
the usability and utility definition provided by the Nielsen/Norman group [7].
This is also in line with the Ulldal-Espersen et. al. [17], who concludes that a
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combination of different methods is likely the most suitable approach regarding
redesign.

As mentioned above, one could imagine a task-based Contextual Inquiry,
where the observation and interview can be more focused on the system and not
the full work, but is has to be evaluated properly since there is a risk that data
can be missed, or that participants can feel restricted and hence subconsciously
skip important details that are related to the activity performed.

If relating the analysis to the traditional Software Development Life Cycle,
it is tempting to place CI in the planning phase and FUT in the testing phase,
but there are indications of advantages of using the methods in different parts
of the development process as well. CI could be used post-release, testing if the
users’ core goals were actually captured and implemented, as was the case in
this study. FUT can be used with early prototypes to capture bad designs early
on, and thus save development costs.

Regarding commercial feasibility, both methods require knowledge and ben-
efit from experience. Both methods can be performed with small teams, but
Holtzblatt and Beyer [5] recommend different employees coming in to different
interpretation sessions, and also state that one goal with Contextual Design is
to spread its result around the organization. That being said, it is likely that
introducing CD or CI would be a more complicated process than introducing
usability tests, which can be limited to the usability or development groups of
the organization.
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7 Conclusion

This research aimed to investigate the differences between Contextual Inquiry
and Field Usability Testing, and attempted to describe the characteristics of
the data generated, as well as looking at the design ideas that the data can
inspire. A decent data set was gathered by letting three participants do a CI,
and three a FUT, all in their working environments. The thematic analysis of
said data indicate that CI is more suitable for capturing high-level goals and
intentions, whereas Field Usability Testing is more efficient regarding capturing
low level issues with visual design and interaction patterns. The design work-
shops revealed similar results, as participants seemed to be in different mind
sets depending on what kind of data they were working with.

The high level goals found in the CI data were often workarounds - “unnec-
essary” actions experienced users take to reach their end goal. These actions
were not captured as efficiently by FUT. However, the experimental approach
in FUT allowed for small details to be captured, such as missclicks, missing
feedback, and confusing icons.

The design workshops indicated that designers can have an easier time de-
signing novel features when having access to the models generated by CI. How-
ever, solving more, but smaller, problems seemed easier with the usability prob-
lems from the FUT data. There is a chance that the way the data is presented
affect designers mindset, and hence the kinds of ideas that are prototyped.

When redesigning current interfaces, one probably want to gather data on
novel features, but also test visual designs on old and new interface elements, and
therefore neither method is optimal on its own. Contextual Inquiry seem to be
the better method when establishing high level goals, and software requirements,
and FUT seem to be a efficient method to test that the implementations inspired
by the data were in fact usable. This conclusion is in line with previous, similar
research on laboratory inspired methods, and indicates that field user research
work similar.

Regarding commercial feasibility, the impression is that CI is more time
consuming and require more time for analytical work, but the fact that the
main workload occurs after the interview might affect this view. Both methods
require work, and both methods generate important results.

To summarize, the research gave a decent indication on the optimal use of
each method, and what characterizes its data. I feel that the results can be
applicable to real life redesign situations, and hope that any readers will be
inspired to try the methods out, whenever suitable. Hopefully future research
can continue to bring insights to the topic.

7.1 Further work and suggestions

It would be interesting to see the quantitative results from a similar study
with more participants. Future studies can use this study as an inspiration for
method design, as well as looking for similar themes in their data.
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Even though the design workshops were fruitful, the fact that they were few
leave opportunities for further investigation. A stronger establishment of what
design ideas and fixes each method generate can probably give further indication
on the use cases for each method.

The psychological implications of different methods seem hard to find in HCI
literature. One could likely perform a psychology based study on evaluations
methods, maybe using methods and approaches found in ethnographic studies.
However, one can argue whether the results or the reason for the results are
more interesting for the field.

7.2 Limitations

Participant count: The amount of participants were limited due to availability,
travelling, and financing. Participants had to be familiar with the device and
software, as well as being available and working in Northern Europe. As men-
tioned, a similar study with more participants could generate interesting and
statistically significant results.

Team size: The Contextual Design book used [5] recommends designing in
teams, which is likely common in larger organizations. More personnel means
that more interviews can be conducted by different people. Even though pro-
fessional designers should be trained in usability evaluation methods, individual
characteristics affect the result of interviews. In this study, all tests were car-
ried out by the researcher, and hence might not mirror what would happen in
a large-scale commercial situation. The same is likely true for FUT as well.

Researcher impact: When conducting tests in sequence, the test moderator
will learn new things about the software which will impact what is noticed during
both tests. However, since cloning is not yet available, this was unavoidable.
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A Sequence Models

Figure 10: The perform measurement sequence model
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Figure 11: The analysis sequence model
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Figure 12: The export sequence model
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B Usability Problems

ID Description
1 It is hard to know what is preset-related and what is database-related

in the Project Manager. Different users are using projects and sites in
different ways.

2 The pause button is centered and larger than the stop button, which will
make users resort to this one regardless of intention. During a paused
recording, certain features are blocked, and therefore this will require
the user to click on the stop buttong when realising the recording was
only paused.

3 It is hard to tell if the recording is paused or stopped (no clear visual
distinction between stop and pause).

4 If the user wants ROI statistics for a period of time, they have to create
both a ROI and a TOI (or use a workaround where ROIs are removed
before and after frames).

5 The user has a hard time finding the TOI/Marker icons. The icons
might be confusing and to similar to each other.

6 It is not easy to find how to export a recording (so-called SendFile).
The user are trying to do it without closing current recording.

7 It is hard to identify the recording you want to export in DB Manager,
since one has to close it and then find it again.

8 Despite looking in menus, the user find it hard to find the video export
dialog. The ”Export to .avi...” are likely not making sense to every
user.

9 When deciding on the path for a video, the user feel like they performed
the export click (mental model - this is how it is when saving a word
document or similar), but there is actually one more click left.

10 The users sometimes accidentially close the Project Manager with the
bottom right button, when in the middle of working with it.

11 The user is not allowed to place ROIs when estimated processing power
reaches 100%, which causes some frustration.

12 The user has chosen settings that exceed the computers capacity. It is
hard to tell what to adjust to make it work, since the message is hidden
behind a hovering exclamation mark.

13 The user often make mistakes with adjusting TOIs/markers etc. on the
graph as it is hard to grab the correct object.

14 The user doesn’t find the resume button immediately.
15 The user did not understand the ROI icons, and had a hard time moving

a ROI for a certain time in the recording.
16 The user could not make some changes to ROIs when recording, seem-

ingly a bug.
17 The user was confused on how to export an image, despite being aware

that they are copyable.
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ID Description
18 The user pressed the “Apply” button in Project Manager several times

and expected some feedback.
19 The user was confused whether the fps in setup mode is the actual

framerate or the underlying framerate, when using averaging.
20 The user did not understand what the image layout button does and

thought it might have something to do with exporting images.
21 The user looked for image export by pressing the Report button.
22 The user uses the Project field as a categorizer (e.g. “burns”) rather

than a project.
23 The user seldom uses any keyboard shortcuts.
24 The doc image view is clickable, but not draggable (moveable), which

confused the user.
25 The doc image view can be resized larger than the available area, which

caused frustration when it snaps back to current available max size.
26 The user is disappointed that they cannot work in hi-res due to com-

puter resources, but understands why.
27 The user is confused whether he should put in minutes, seconds or hours

in the duration field.
28 The user did not see the exclamation mark indicating that processing

power was beyond limit.
29 The user did not know how to export a video containg only a part of

the measurement.
30 When adjusting ROIs, an intrusive progress bar appears which irritates

the user.
31 The user did not know where to find the manual.
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